
Nº Bedrooms: 4 Nº Bathrooms: 3 Nº People: 8 Parking M² built: 239 m² Wifi Fireplace Sauna
Private SPA Mountain view Communal lift Private lift Air conditioning Dishwasher TV Washing machine
Ski Room

Skiing/Snowboarding Cross country skiing Hiking Mountain-Biking Riding

Activities in resort

5 rooms - Apartment for rent
Méribel 1450 m (All areas), Méribel - Le Rond-Point

- Entrance hall 
- Living/dining room with central fireplace and access to the west terrace with jacuzzi - Kitchen open to the living room 
- Guest toilet 
- Bedroom 1: double bed (separable) 
- Access to the terrace 
- Bathroom 1 (adjoining bedroom 1): shower, toilet 
- Bedroom 2: double bed (separable) 
- Access to the terrace 
- Bathroom 2 (adjoining bedroom 2): shower, toilet. 
- Bedroom 3: double bed 

5 rooms - Apartment for rent Méribel 1450 m (All areas)
France, Méribel

Apartment - REF: TGS-A3102



- Access to the terrace 
- Bathroom 3 (adjoining bedroom 3): shower, bath, toilet. 
- Bedroom 4: double bed 
- En-suite bathroom 
- Television room 
- Hammam 
- Laundry room 

Services included : 
- Personalized welcome 
- Welcome products 
- Beds made on arrival 
- Linen provided 
- Cleaning in the middle and at the end of the stay 
- Concierge service 

Stay in this flat as if you were in a hotel, thanks to Mountain Majord'Home 5*'s concierge service. Our teams are at your disposal to organise your stay and offer you a full range of services to make your holiday
easier. In Méribel, the range of possibilities is limitless: chef at home, booking your equipment, ski passes, ski lessons, delivery of groceries, baby-sitter, transfers, beauty treatments, massages or even luxury car
rental, all requests must be satisfied. A truly bespoke service with endless possibilities. Pets are not allowed and this accommodation is non-smoking. Tourist tax is extra at the current rate (for everyone over 18).
Amount of the deposit not cashed: 4800 € *The wine cellar is not accessible and is locked*.

FEATURES
- Washing machine
- Dishwasher
- Heating
- Lift
- Ski locker
- Tumble dryer
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